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Abstract: In this paper, a general framework for optimum configuration of command and control satellite station will 

be offered according to orbital parameters of satellite. Main goal for each of command and control earth stations is to 

increase time period of viewing satellite and also variety of number of passes while viewing hypothetical satellites. 

Orbit of each satellite can be determined by main indexes known as Kepler parameters including inclination, apogee 

and perigee. First passes of each satellite is another main subject while determining location of stations and its index is 
having exact location and/or TLE of satellite in the separation point of satellite from launcher. Therefore, geographical 

specifications of location of satellite separation are considered for locating earth station. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Commanding and controlling most satellites are being 

done through ground stations. Many parameters are 

involved in determining efficiency of earth station 

including orbital and telecommunication parameters [1]. 

But the most important subject for choosing location of 

earth station is access time period and/or viewing satellite 

then number of passes of viewing satellite from that 
station during satellite life. Goal of this paper is to assess 

arrangement and configuration of control station network 

and monitoring of satellite for defined missions in LEO 

orbit. 

So far, many articles were published about 

telecommunication of earth stations. But few articles 

assessed proper situation for establishing station and 

optimum arrangement of earth stations in order to reach 

maximum number of viewing satellite. In reference [1, 2] 

general structure of an earth station is suggested in which 

it is explained how to communicate between stations and 
satellites well. But reference [2] considered existence of 

earth station for satellite in urban area. In reference [3] 

requirements related to earth station are assessed in the 

time of utilization. In reference [4], it is explained how 

earth station of LEO works.in reference [5], applications 

of earth station in navigation, distance measurement and 

aerology are addressed. In reference [6], designing earth 

station and also changes are addressed that can be applied 

to old earth stations in order to improve its performance. 

References [7, 8, and 9] addressed present noises in earth 

stations. Reference [10] addressed optimum planning of 
utilization section of earth stations cooperate integrally. 

Reference [11] described different parameters which 

should be considered while constructing earth station and 

factors such as soil type, whether and … are some factors 

have been included.  

Most of above articles merely considered technical and 

telecommunication performance of earth stations but it 

should be noted that first proper place should be selected 

in order to use earth station optimally. If many stations 

should cooperate integrally, their optimum arrangement 

should be considered in order to reach maximum extent of 

viewing satellite. 

 

 

In section 2 of this paper, different target functions are 

offered for locating earth stations optimally and main 

indexes and hypothesis would be discussed. In section 3, 

general framework of suggested model would be 
suggested according to subjects of section 2. In section 4, 

specifications related to studied model would be explained 

and optimum stations would be determined according to 

different arrangements. In section 5, we will offer the 

summary and conclusion. 

II. MODELLING 

A first method will be offered in this paper is that many 

stations as primary stations will be placed at desired 

locations aimed to host optimum arrangement of stations. 

Then optimization operation will be performed according 

to algorithm and needed constraints and limitations before 

best station being selected. In this section, target functions 
and needed constraints for selecting stations will be 

explained. 

A. Target Functions 

Many different target functions can be considered in order 

to locate command and control stations and the main ones 

are maximum time period and maximum number of 

viewing satellite. Next we address different target 

functions which are considered in this paper. 

a) Time Period of Viewing Satellite 

Main criterion for earth station is extent of viewing 

satellite. Whatever this extent be higher, efficiency of 

station would be increased. So, those stations are 

considered that time period of viewing satellite are more, 

there. 

Calculation method: first, stations would be prioritized 

based on viewing time. We should be aware while 

prioritizing stations that selected stations don’t contain 
time overlap with earth satellite having last priority. Those 

stations which are at higher latitude, for example, are more 

suitable for orbits with inclination of 98 degree. In this 

way, if two stations be at same geographical longitude and 

latitude, then maybe will view satellite at same times and 
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in this case, total viewing time wouldn’t be increased and 

will result in lack of optimization fulfillment. 

Method we follow in this paper is that first all times 

primary stations can view satellite would be listed in a 

table called “viewing satellite table” by STK software [12] 

then station with most viewing times would be selected as 

first priority. Then, times in which station view satellites 
would be removed from viewing table and time period of 

viewing by station will be calculated again and the station 

with next most viewing time would be selected as second 

priority then this cycle would be kept on. In this method 

indeed, stations corresponded to  iTTmax  will be 

identified as priority after updating viewing satellite table. 

b) Number of Viewing Satellite 

Number of viewing satellite in certain time is considered 
an important index by each earth station in addition to 

criterion of time period of viewing. Clearly whatever 

number of viewing satellite be more, command and 

control would be performed better. 

Calculation method: first, stations would be prioritized 

based on number of viewings in the table. Each satellite 

orbit enjoys different passes that total passes determines 

maximum number of satellite viewing. At one hand, each 

station can view only some of these passes. Therefore, 

after updating satellite viewing table, that station which is 

corresponded to  iNPmax  would be selected as priority but 

maybe as like previous condition, station has time overlap 
and it seems common passes should omitted. In general, 

omitting passes wouldn’t be a good option since that 

maybe its time period is high and omission will waste 

many useful times practically. Thus, only viewing time 

corresponded to each priority would be omitted in order to 

update satellite viewing table. 

c) Importance of First Viewings 

One of other criterions which is important for earth 
stations, is to view satellite in first times after separation. 

In fact, we should differentiate viewing satellite in first 

passes and next passes. Number of viewings isn’t merely a 

good criterion. Therefore, number of viewings index, 

would be replaced by viewing point index for first 

viewings. 

Calculation method: Stations are prioritized according to 

time period of viewing but through point index and by 

mathematical function: 

 
ss

i

ff

ii WNPWNPAP =
 

(1) 

In above equation, weight coefficients of fs ,WW  are 

related to first and constant passes, respectively. In this 
paper, first 5% of total passes will be introduced as first 

passes and others as constant passes. According to above 

explanation, station which is corresponded to  iAPmax , 

would be selected as priority after updating satellite 

viewing table each time. There are several constraints in 

this optimization that will be described in continue of this 

paper. 

B. Constraints 

Location of earth station of satellite is very important for a 

space mission. An earth station contains different 

infrastructure for mutual communication of sending and 

receiving data by satellite. In order to optimize location of 

earth station, many constraints and limitations should be 

considered. In technical view, there are two basic 

conditions for earth stations (instrumentality and number 

of stations): 

a) Instrumentality of Viewing 

In each viewing by station, it should be considered this 

viewing must be useful. Conditions such as time of 

viewing and time interval between viewings are some 

examples. 

b) Number of Stations 

Building an earth station needs high cost. Therefore, 

simulation output should produce high efficiency by least 

stations. In simulation section it would be explained. 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

In this section we suggest general framework of proposed 

model in order to determine optimum places for building 

earth stations. In last section, two different target functions 

were offered for selecting priorities including maximum 

total viewing time of satellite and maximum number of 

viewing points. But these two ways should be combined in 

order to determine a comprehensive algorithm for 

selecting stations. 

A. Point calculation for each station 

For each station, a total point would be introduced then the 

priorities will be determined based on these points. Total 

point can be obtained through this equation: 
Pn

i

Tn

ii WAPWTTAC =  (2) 

In this equation, weight coefficients are TP WW , method of 

viewing time period and method of viewing point, 

respectively. Values of n

i

n

i TTAP ,  are total normal time 

period of station i  and normal viewing point of station i

respectively. Since that viewing time period and pass point 

aren’t of same type so should be placed at normalized state 

according to following equations in above equation: 

 Ns

in

i
TTTTTTmax

TT
TT

,...,,
=

21

 (3) 

 Ns

in

i
APAPAPmax

AP
AP

,,,
=

21   (4) 

Where, Ns   shows number of stations. 

B. Algorithm of Proposed Model 

In figure 1, proposed algorithm for locating satellite 

command and control earth stations optimally are shown. 

First according to specifications of satellite orbit and 

primary stations, satellite viewing table would be prepared 

using STK software. At next level, instrumentality of 

current viewings should be assessed and those which are 
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not useful would be omitted from pass table. Total point 

for each station would be calculated and the best station 

would be determined. At next level, cost-effectiveness of 

building station should be assessed. If it be cost-effective, 

this station would be introduced as next priority. Then 

times in which specified station can view satellite would 

omitted from satellite viewing table. If station enjoy most 
viewing point doesn’t fulfill condition of cost-

effectiveness then all related viewings should be omitted 

from the table. Determining next priority would be started 

by assessing instrumentality of current viewings in 

satellite viewing table. This process will continue until 

number of pass viewing table lines reach zero. 

 
Fig.1  Diagram of proposed model for Satellite ground stations network 

arrangement 

IV. SIMULATION 

In this section, Priorities of locating satellite command and 

control earth stations with orbits having 55 degree 

inclination which usually are researcher satellites will be 
shown. 

A. Case Study 

First many stations should be created then priorities would 

be determined among these stations. Minimum view angle 

is 5 degree and since that height of antenna installation 

wouldn’t affect satellite viewing extent, it is ignored. 

Table I shows weight coefficients used in simulation. 

TABLE I: WEIGHT COEFFICIENTS USED IN SIMULATION 

sW 
fW 

PW 
TW 

 0.4   0.6   0.5   0.5  

One of other conditions applied in this paper, is at least 

one time interval dedication between two consecutive 

viewings in final stations set. In simulation, 30 minutes 

time interval is considered between two consecutive 

viewings. 
Duration of mission is 30 days and conditions of viewing 

instrumentality and minimum time of 180 seconds are 

considered for each viewing. Cost-effectiveness of 

building station is presented so that during mission at least 

can view satellite totally 2500 seconds. It means that each 

station without considering time of common viewing with 

other stations have at least 2500 seconds viewing ability.  

For selection ideal arrangement of ground stations network 

in Iran, selected 150 primary stations as Figure 2. Satellite 

Characteristics that is used in STK software shown in 

Figure 3. 

 

Fig.2  Selected Primary Stations 

 

Fig.3 Specifications of Satellite 

B. simulation results 

The ideal arrangement in ground stations network is 

shown in Figure 4. As can be seen, the first priority is the 

highest latitude corresponding to nearest station located at 

latitude 55 degrees. By removing time viewing of this 

ground station and updating the “satellite viewing table”, 
second priority located to the extreme south-eastern Iran. 

By continuing this process, two other stations will be 

select. Then there are no optimal stations. Number and 

total time period of satellite viewing by Ideal arrangement 

shown in Table II and Figure 5. 

 

 

Fig.4 Ideal arrangement of satellite ground stations 
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TABLE II: NUMBER AND TOTAL TIME PERIOD OF SATELLITE VIEWING 

INIDEAL ARRANGEMENT 

Priority 
total time period of 

satellite viewing (s) 

Percent Visibility 

(%) 

1 52528.64 61 

2 26748.14 31 

3 4110.257 5 

4 2657.905 3 

5 709  

 

Fig.5 Total time period of satellite viewing by each station 

V. CONCLUSION 

Assessment for locating earth stations in addition to 

determine comprehensive plan for space mission 

development; will plan performing levels of building 
command and control earth station of satellites. Thus in 

this paper, comprehensive model is offered for optimally 

locating satellite ground stations. Basic criterions for 

selecting location of each station have been time period of 

viewing, number of viewing, valuing first passes and also 

variety of satellite passes. In fact, using orbital parameters, 

optimal place of stations were determined and their 

configuration was located. 
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